Miramar North School
Annual Plan 2022
Our Mission: Help our youn children learn the knowled e, skills and values necessary to be conﬁdent, connected, en a ed li elon learners.
Our Values:
Integrity - te whakapono We do and say the ri ht thin and we are air
Kindness - manaakitanga We care or each other and our school
Determination - whāia te iti kahurangi We try our best and do not ive up
Acceptance - whakaaetanga We are positive about di erent views, belie s, and cultures. We are an inclusive school and we celebrate diversity
Responsibility - kawenga We are sensible and people can count on us
Respect - whakaute We treat each other and the environment well
Teamwork - mahi ngātahi We work to ether
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Strategic Goals 2020 - 2022

Communications Strategy

HAUORA-WELLBEING
Hāpori Mauri Ora

Curriculum Planning and Design:
Literacy and Numeracy

To further develop ways we communicate to parents and promote
To strive for the wellbeing of tamariki, kaiako, Whānau,
our
learning.
Develop a future-focused and student-centred locally and hāpori MNS and Papatūānuku, recognising wellbeing as
culturally relevant program that includes teaching
interconnected and holistic
Maintain a roll that ensures consistent government funding to
strategies to fully realise the potential of all students.
continue effective operations at the school and a level of staffing that
is conducive to optimal learning.
Have a high profile in the community and hold fundraising, cultural
and community events that are well-supported.

●

The curriculum reflects the school’s vision and

●

values
●

●

Learnings experiences make deliberate connections

●

staff, students and whanau – for determining

curriculum

community needs and fundraising goals.
●

learning
Our school-wide focus encompasses a broad and
balanced curriculum which enhances relationships

●

●

●

the interconnected weaving of many

●

Have a high profile in the community and hold

strands and is measured as such

fundraising, cultural and community events that are

Identify areas of need or gaps in wellbeing

well-supported.

Parents, whanau and wider community feel

Review and evaluate the systems we use to

community events

Maintain inclusive practices

●

Use the strengths and expertise of our staff to
deliver and enhance professional development
Implement the use of Digital Fluency

government funding.
Attract the best teachers.

against our MNS Expectations

●

●

●

●

Parents, whanau and the community are actively
involved and support the teaching and the

●

Policy and procedures support upholding Te Tiriti o
Waitangi, cultural values, inclusivity, and

Develop a meaningful connection to local early childhood
learning centres and kindergartens.

●

Consider our community in curriculum planning and
promotion.

●

Plan for welcoming and modern learning spaces

●

Promote our school visually by maintaining grounds and
buildings and be future-focused in playground planning.

learning.
●

Maintain an optimum roll that ensures consistent

●

capable and supported to participate in school

measure student progress

●

address.

Student progress and achievement in all areas of
the NZC is monitored, recorded and evaluated

promote our learning: Reporting to Parents

Student wellbeing is recognised as being

that impact learning and take action to

and links to our community, NZ and the world

Improve ways we communicate with parents and

Prioritise and facilitate community consultation-

to learners lives, our local environment and
Planning considers those students who need to be

●

school and whanau

supported, extended and promotes accelerated
●

A mutually supportive relationship exists between

●

Ensure a global focus with engagement in sustainable
practices.

environmental sustainability. (BAU)
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SG1: Curriculum Planning and Design: Maths: Maintain Inclusive Practices
Rationale 2020/2021: Data and feedback shows we need to strengthen specific areas of Maths in order for all children to make sound progress across the curriculum.
SG:1 Goal
1. Maintain Inclusive
Practices

Actions (With MoE PLD)

Progress Outcomes

Timeframe

To have staff training to help to understand and use a Universal Design
(UDL) model when planning sessions for a larger group of students.
Include Teacher aides.

Collaborative and structured conversations will ensure that
current maths is visual and accessible to the students and
parent community.

Term one

Review and establish ways to make learning more visual and accessible,
with a Maths Partner.

All the staff will be aware of the agreed on, fundamental
elements. Teacher’s planning / sessions will be shared with
their Maths Partner and will reflect these aspects.

Revisit the fundamental elements of explicit maths teaching sessions and
how this is used in problem solving.
Design rich and authentic learning tasks that encompass Maths skills and
knowledge as a syndicate / staff.

Goal

2. Effectiveness Assessment
Formative assessment: Weaving
formative assessment: Term one
then ongoing

Actions (With MoE PLD)
Look at models of formative assessment practices that include reflective
tools in staff meetings or TODs and then trial their use in the classroom.
To look holistically at a selection of students and their maths ability, linking
this to a curriculum level in staff meetings or TODs
To moderate Overall Teacher Judgements in maths, both within syndicates
and across the school

Teacher’s planning and evidence / reflections will show
collaboration; the students are participating in a range of
authentic maths tasks & will be able to articulate how they use
maths in different contexts.

Progress Outcomes

Timeframe

Staff are able to articulate the progressions for different maths
areas / strands and demonstrate how their maths tasks /
guided opportunities are designed to support these.

Term one
introduction

There is consistency of maths vocabulary being used and
displayed throughout the school.
Staff will be able to articulate maths achievement in relation to
curriculum levels with confidence.

Identified
practices
continue
throughout
the year.

To encourage student to articulate / discus their strengths, progress and
next steps with each other

Goal
3. Maths Partners
Effective use of the Maths team to
coach and/or be a partner to
classroom teachers

Actions (With MoE PLD)
To use a coaching/team teaching approach with Gillian, Lee and maths
team members to introduce, model, then trial new elements (in accordance
with the PGC)
For teachers to be assigned a ‘Maths Partner’ to work with on specific
activities, such as formative assessment tasks and the fundamental
elements of maths sessions

Progress Outcomes

Timeframe

Teachers will feel supported when implementing changes and
new initiatives.

Term one
introduction

Formative assessment tasks will be planned, discussed and
integrated.
The fundamental elements of maths sessions will be evident.

Identified
practices
continue
throughout
the year.

Resources will be shared and team teaching will be used when
appropriate.
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Hauora-Wellbeing
Student wellbeing is recognised as being the interconnected weaving of many strands and is measured as such

SG 2: Goals

Actions

Progress Outcomes

Timeframe

1. Measure children’s
wellbeing during
transitions (times when
change happens).

Continue to survey children by using:

Teachers are using the information gleaned from the survey to:

Ongoing tracking during the
year.

-Weekly wellbeing trackers for Pohutukawa

-Identify children who are in need of help.

& Kowhai

-Inform their wellbeing programs including during transitions.

-Rimu: Ongoing check-ins & Formal April/
November
Transition Form Survey - beginning of the year to
be repeated again beginning of 2022,

Feedback from teachers at
weekly meetings & set
checkpoints.

Through ongoing measures which track wellbeing (weekly circle
time, one on ones with students who need it, weekly reflections),
teachers are using up to date information to monitor children’s
wellbeing.

comparisons made to 2021 where possible.

2. Model/ Physical
representation of
wellbeing in each class

Continue to use the MNS Te Whare Tapa Model.
four concepts.

Children can share & express thoughts and feelings.”I” statements.

Extend the Circle of Care model to be more
student friendly by enabling them to identify their
own circle of care.

Student-centred care with support and guidance.

Celebration of Pride Week & develop Library
resources that are gender neutral.

3. Self- regulation
spaces

Continue to develop self -regulation spaces within
classrooms.
Quiet Spaces for before school, morning tea and
lunches
Continue Naming emotions & Zones of Regulation.

4. Continue to develop a
schoolwide behaviour
management program
including PB4L. Positive
Behaviour for Learning.
PB4L – Positive Behaviour for
Learning – Education in New
Zealand

MoE will support the school to implement the PB4L
program on a school wide basis.
All teachers and teacher Aides & other support staff
participate in this program.

Term one introduction
Identified practices continue
throughout the year

Hauora becomes an inclusive practice so that all children have a
sense of wellbeing; mahi tahi.
Positive time-out spaces available and accessible to children in each class.

Term one introduction

Children give examples of positive coping strategies when dealing with a
stressful & challenging situation.

Identified practices continue
throughout the year

Children recognise a variety of emotions; they are developing the ability to
manage these appropriately.

Behaviour needs are positively addressed.
Children’s wellbeing is improved & the chances of increased educational
achievement are improved.

Term one introduction-Teacher
Only Days
Identified practices continue
throughout the year.

Teacher-student relationships are strengthened.
All children feel safe at school.
The long-term, whole school, systematic approach will add strength
and longevity to behaviour management programs.
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Communications Strategy: Enhance ways we communicate with parents and promote our learning

SG 3: Goals

Actions

Progress Outcomes

Timeframe

1. Successful
Transitions to School

Share the Continuity of Learning Plan: He wā Ako mā te Tākaro- A
Time to Learn and Play with all year one & year 2
teachers.

Year 1 children are learning in a setting which reflects aspects of the
Te whariki curriculum.

PLD for year 1 & 2
teachers in January.

A positive change process helps children to confidently continue on their
learning pathway.

Kindy trips twice per
year or as directed by
the Kindy.

Continue to develop
a meaningful
connection to local
early childhood
learning centres /
kindergartens.

Connect with ECEs in person and online.
Include children from Montessori who start at MNS, in year 2, in the
Successful Transitions program.
Kindy Trips with Leaders (C-19 allowing)

Continue to support
children through the
transition to school and
extend this support
through to year 2 where
appropriate.

2. Digital
Communications
Ensure that MNS is well
represented online.

Survey parents about their child’s transition to school.
Appoint a transitions leader for 2022.

Trusted Voices of Staff
- Teachings on video on website where appropriate
- All staff, their roles & emails visible on website
-Transition Evening Slide Deck is put on the website following

Good relationships exist among children, teachers, parents and all
essential to support children settling into school.
Children from Montessori who start at MNS, in year 2 experience a
successful transition.
Ongoing anecdotal evidence will show that there are strong learning
partnerships with parents and whānau which support children as they
approach and transition to school.
A higher number of prospective families show interest in visiting our
school.

Prospective/Parents/Whanau have access to MNS Values /Hauora- Well
being programmes on our website.

Term 1: February start for
Trusted Voices.

Through the showcasing of our staff, Prospective/Parents/Whānau are
given the opportunity to learn more about them as people and the wealth of
knowledge they bring to our school.

Identified practices
continue throughout
the year.

Parents will have easy access to newsletters via the Facebook link.

Website Design &
Maintenance

these Evenings.

Strengthen Seesaw
expectations and extend
these to year 6. (Further
information in Reporting
section)

Website Design & Maintenance
-Change Website design to make it easier to navigate.

Identified practices
continue throughout
the year.

Information on the website is easily located facilitating better
communications.

-Regularly clear website of old communications & articles.

3. Inclusive Education
Coordinator (SENCO)

Seek interest in this role. Appoint according to needs.

Parents feel well communicated with & supported by the IEC.

Start : January 2022.

Develop an IEC Team to support the leader.

Appoint a teacher as an
IEC.

Ensure the IEC role is well communicated to parents.

New parents/prospective parents can access information about the
IEC.They know how to communicate with the IEC. Through the flowchart
on the website, they can identify the process for accessing the IEC once
diagnosis is confirmed.

Identified practices
continue throughout
the year.
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Communications Strategy Contd: Reporting: To enhance ways we communicate with parents and promote our learning
Rationale: A 2021 Parent Survey indicated: Parents expressed a need to: 1) Report to them before the mid year report which is the current practice. 2) Have an option to meet the teacher without
their children being present. 3) More explanation of the achievement levels. The school also wants to promote a shared understanding about the Annual Reporting Cycle.

SG 3 contd: Goals

ACTIONS

PROGRESS OUTCOMES

TIMEFRAME

WHO

1. REPORTING

Ensure that there is a shared understanding of Teacher Guidelines for Reporting.

Teachers feel consulted on the

Term 1 start. Then

SLT

process and outcomes. EOY

ongoing through the

All staff

Teacher survey will indicate this.

first 4-5 weeks.

FRAMEWORK
To consult & collaborate

Ensure staff meeting topics include various aspects of the reporting framework.

with staff on the
proposed Reporting

Ensure collaboration occurs in whole staff teams & in syndicate teams thus building a

Framework

shared understanding of the reporting framework.

Teachers are able to articulate
their understanding of the
reporting framework.

2. SEESAW

Ensure staff meeting topics include ample time to talk about the integration of

Collaboration has built a shared

INTEGRATION

Seesaw to report to parents.

understanding of how Seesaw

To explore the
integration of reporting
using the Seesaw app

Term 1: Weeks 5-8

SLT
All staff

can support and strengthen our
Ensure staff meeting topics include ample time to collaborate around the

& Set school wide

expectations and realities of communicating via

expectations for the use

Seesaw to parents.

of Seesaw in

reporting to parents.
Staff feel the schoolwide
expectations are realistic.

communicating with
parents

3. REPORTING CYCLE

Proposed Cycle of Reporting & Communicating

Parents are well informed about their

Staff meetings in

SLT

To report to parents in a

Late January Informal - Meet the teacher, drop off stationery in classrooms.

child’s progress and that where

Term One allocated

All staff

well- defined annual

Term one: Carry out an analysis of how aspects of the current formal reporting system

possible, there are no

to setting the terms

cycle; one that keeps

can be integrated via Seesaw

surprises relating to achievement

of reference for the

them up to date with

End of Term 1: Hold a goal- setting meeting: Parent & Teacher

levels.

Reporting

their child’s progress.

End of Term 2: *SLT holds Assessment Information Sessions for parents prior to reports

Survey at the end of the year to

Framework.

going out.*Progress Report

gauge parent feedback about the

Term 3 or another time which has natural links to the classroom progra. Provide

2022 reporting framework.

opportunities for parents to visit classes to look at children’s work.
Term 4 Written Report Progress Summary
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Comply with Delta Covid-19 (or Omicron): Traffic Light System

Health & Safety Practices

When

Who

MoE Building Warrant of Fitness

March/April

Argest (MoE Contracted)

Appliance checks (All appliances)Safe use and testing of electrical
equipment in schools

January Holidays

Contractor to be Chosen

Scorching Bay Picnic Risk Analysis Management Plan (RAMP)

First Board Meeting

Joyce/ SLT

Camp: Risk Analysis Management Plan (RAMP)

First Board Meeting

Joyce/Amanda Scott

Implementation of Positive Behaviour for Learning: PB4L

January: Term 1

Joyce/SLT/MoE/PB4L team
Report via Principal’s Report

Replace Bark (special wood chip bark) in playground.

Term 1

Caretaker: Until new playground safety
matting is laid.

Hold drills each term (Fire, EQ, Lockdown)

Termly

Joyce/staff
Review Drill & Report to Board

Em Bags in classroom; Emergency water containers;
Personal food/snack for classrooms; Tank water check EMPT

Term 1
Ongoing restock

Joyce & Health & Safety Team

Community Hub Meeting with community

Term 1

WREMO

Pool boiler check

Term 3

Hardistys

Driveway project and associated
SIP Room 9 & 10 Door Project

Dec/Jan

Project Manager: Dave Monastra
Project Safety:: Sparrow Construction

Heater Replacement Plan

Term 1/2

According to 5YA

Proactive communications to staff about good practice cyber security

Term 1: Ongoing reminders

Vidisha

ADT Security System: Intruder Alarm: Annual Maintenance Check

January

ADT

Continuity Plan identification & discussion and report back to BoT

Term 2

Joyce

Completed/Comments

Health and Safety Strategic Plan.docx
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Finance
NAG 4: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Actions 2022

Establish and maintain a budget, ensuring adequate funding of curriculum expenditure, resources and

During 2021, we made significant adjustments to the budget due to Covid. The board
also made provisions for a teacher’s aide.

personnel is allocated to achieve the core school curriculum responsibilities

We will therefore need to budget wisely for 2022 to make up for any shortfall in 2021.
Ensure the Home & School fundraising level expectation is realistic to where they are
as a team.
●
Ensure sound management
and operating processes are
in place.

Deloitte: Review Financial Policy and procedures and add
new as required

●

Internal Financial Practices- weekly meetings

●

Wider meetings with Treasurer monthly

●

Wider meetings with & Ed Services once per quarter; more if
required

●
Allocate funds that reflect and
support the school’s strategic
and annual plans Maintain
Capital Expenditure Plan and
Asset replacement
programme

Deloitte: Report on Management practices annually

Annual Budget
●
Ensure depreciation budget reflects devices which are no

1.Ensure Asset register is updated and accurate

longer in use.

2.Third Party Income to consider

●

Investigate external funding sources for special projects

-Kidshub hire fees review/Contract Review

●

Review locally raised funds

-WMC: hire fees review/Contract Review
-Aquazone: Contract Review

Develop sound financial
management practices
Continue with services
provided by financial
consultant

Ensure policy guidelines followed
●

Monthly BOT financial reporting and expenditure monitoringmonthly phasing

●

Ensure sound systems are in place for receiving cash and
payments from debtors and to creditors

●

Review budget process/procedures

●

Provide financial management training as required for staff
and BOT Complete and lodge Annual report with Auditor
General/ MOE by due date
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Property
Project
Proposals

Funding

Educational Rationale

Property
Considerations

Next Step/s

Timeframe

1.SIP Funding

Schools Investment
Package (SIP)

Innovative Learning Environments: pedagogy & flexibility in space
design. Planning innovative learning environments (ILEs) | Inclusive
Education

Building Consent

Back n forth with MoE. Sign
off should be quite fast..
Advertise & appoint builder

Walls knocked out in
January: Doors
Installation during term
1.

Paul Lee (Architect) will
provide indicative sketches of
what might be possible.

We are obliged to use
the SIP funding by
June 30

Flexible learning
spaces
Creating flexible
learning spaces
created by opening up
classrooms for:

SIP is provided to
get our 5ya
modernisation
projects off the
ground

Sensitivity to individual differences and learner variability must be a
driver for planning decisions. Learners learn in flexible spaces to
meet their needs, this particularly so for children who are at risk.
Teachers benefit from not always teaching solo. But the design
enables both team teaching and solo teaching.

Reinstallation of cabling,
interactive projectors
Safety of design.
Level 4 fire safety
automatic alarms
Teacher Training in this
pedagogical change

Meetings with IT infrastructure
people

Organise team to
who will lay the safety
material
ground!

Project approved by MoE

Rooms 9/10

Playground

As above

Health & Safety / Physical Fitness

Entry Upgrade
Project in progress

Funding

Property Considerations

Timeframe

MoE

**Health & Safety Issue: Resurfacing of back concrete area where
teachers park- can be done whilst Sparrow has all their equipment &
crew here. The high cost of this means we may need to re-allocate
some 5ya funds for now until new 5ya funds come in in
July-September.

Dec/ Jan start.
Completed by end of March

2. Accessway /Driveway
Upgrade

The full set of plans can be found
here and are on the Board Drive
(Property)
This is the pictorial version: Plan
Set Draft BC

This is the Structural Version
(complex). Merged Prelim Set

Informing neighbours: Sparrow Construction.
Who will be available if Dave Monastra-Property Manager is not.
Sparrow say they will oversee operations if Dave cannot.
Driveway maybe inaccessible for a large part of February & possibly
March. The WCC will need to allocate teachers some parking spaces on
Weka St.
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3. Weather-tightness

Funding

Educational
Rationale

Property Considerations

Next Step/s

MoE
Approx
$250,000

An
environmentally
sound set of
classrooms at
MNS.

Currently
-Old buildings
-Shoddy materials
-Mouldy smell (rm 11)
Tested and no negative
moisture content -meets
MoE standards.
-Smaller spaces
(rm 11 & 12)

Challenge the 5-10 year period.

Project on hold till MoE visit the school
early next year.

Block E (Rms 11, 12 ,13)
weathertightness remediation project –
MOE are arranging a reinspection to see if
a lesser scope of remediation is possible
with a view to listing the block for full
replacement in 5 to 10 years.
Concern noted with Kevin Currin (MoE)
about aspects of Block E and the impact of
these if the block is to be kept.

Continue to visit schools which have modern
modular, ‘kitset’ classrooms. This could be a
cheaper option & we would ensure they blended
in with the rest of the school.
See here for drawings: Pages 7,8…
Modular Buildings Toolkit for Schools

School based property & assets

What

Timeframe

Painting

Annual washdown and touch ups

End January

Annual Classroom Upgrades

2 classes carpet tiles: Rooms 11 & perhaps 8.

End January (If quotes come in on time)

Annual furniture purchases

Room 11

End January (If furniture is delivered on time)

Pool Property Plan

Painting around the pool: PD Boys to do to save us money.

Jan Holidays

Sewing Grass

Grass-roll laying on worn out patches

Planning Property 10 years out!

$450,000 (Health & Safety first) $200,000 on classroom
modernisation.

Plan has to be complete by April.
IR Group are our Project Managers
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Operations and Self-Review
Type of
Review

Examples of what should be
reviewed

Actions 2022

Strategic
Review

Review

1. Professional Growth Cycle.

-Charter vision & values statements

Continue to Review the management of the

Long Term &
Focussed on
Key Goals
related to the
schools
strategic plan

-Progress & achievement for targeted students

current appraisal cycle to align it with the

-Finances, resources & facilities

expectations of the Professional Growth Cycle.

-Impact of Teacher Professional Development

Assessment & reporting

in a curriculum identified for development

2. Playground Audit: Actions according to this.

Regular
Review

Review

1.Policy Review

-Mid-year budget

-Use School Docs: Review Policies according to

Focussed on
Business as
usual.
These are
smaller,
focussed &
ongoingfeeding regular
data for a
strategic
self-review

-Reporting to parents (Conferences, reports)

School Docs (Board/Staff)

Evaluation/Next steps

-Achievement data related to targets
-Syndicate operations

2.Reporting to Parents Stage 3 Review: Including

-Trips and Safety RAMs

Year 1-6 Seesaw (Staff)

-Board policies and procedures

3. Enrolment Scheme: Gain an understanding of
new legislation on Enrolment Schemes (Board)
4. Review of Drills/ Next steps

Emerging
Review

Review

Unplanned
events or as
issues arise.
These are
Spontaneous
reviews but
should link to
other reviews.

Response to behaviour concerns

Behaviour management processes in

As per annual plan 2022: Wellbeing section:
Page 4.

Intervention tools
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